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Thank you, friend Jesus,
for God, your father and
mine, who made me and
is always with me.
Grant your blessings to
Fr. Joseph and all fathers
on this special day which
honors them!

Theme Sharing
The Body and Blood of Christ
His Presence Among Us

Jesus is living food for us, sent from the
Father in heaven. Unlike ordinary food,
which just sustains life, this food gives a life
that is eternal. From the burning bush to the
gentle breeze, God has made his presence
known among us since the beginning of time.
Being among us as food for body and spirit
is a significant way of being present. Christ’s
Eucharistic presence is in bread and wine,
among the commonest elements of food and
drink in his day. The Lord is present among
us through everyday things.
Bread comes from a process that begins
with seeds of wheat mixed with water. These
are brought together as dough and, after
several stages of development, they end up
as a unity which we call bread. Wine begins
as a cluster of grapes which, when they are
processed, they end up as what we call wine.
A group of people gather together for prayer,
each of them unique. After a process which
is the work of God’s Spirit, they become a
unity, which we call church, or the Body of
Christ. In communion, the (community) Body
of Christ is being nourished by the
(sacramental) Body of Christ.
If someone invited you all to gather around
me, as close as you can, because he was
going to whisper to you, something else
would take place that might surprise you.
You’d notice that the closer you come to me
the closer you’d be to each other. If you
gathered closely around one person, you
would be touching shoulders with each other.
That is how community or the Body of Christ
is formed. It is a question of bringing people
closer to the Lord and, as a direct result of
that, they end up being closer to each other.
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Throughout history, God has spoken to his
people in surprising ways. He spoke to Elijah
through the gentle breeze, and he spoke to
Moses in the burning bush. The natives of
Bethlehem weren’t too excited that a new
baby had been born and, later on, Herod
would mock Jesus as a fool, and the soldiers
would jeer him as a king. After the
resurrection, Mary Magdalene thought he
was a gardener, Peter thought he was a
ghost, and the disciples on the road to
Emmaus thought he was a stranger passing
through. That he should present himself in
so simple a form as food and drink is just
what we might expect from “The God of
Surprises.”

"For evangelization today," he said, "the
Heart of Christ must be recognized as the
heart of the Church: It is He who calls us to
conversion, to reconciliation. It is He who
leads pure hearts and those hungering for
justice along the way of the Beatitudes. It is
He who achieves the warm communion of
the members of the one Body. It is He who
enables us to adhere to the Good News and
to accept the promise of eternal life. It is He
who sends us out on mission. The
heart-to-heart with Jesus broadens the
human heart on a global scale."
Parishioners can pick up the Litany of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus pamphlet at the
Church main and side entrances.

Parish Activities

Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament
on July 1

Famine Relief Fund

The Canadian Conference of Catholic
Bishops (CCCB), has joined other faith
leaders in Canada in launching a national
appeal to help address the famines in South
Sudan and the extreme food shortages in
Yemen, northeast Nigeria and Somalia.
All funds will be forwarded to the Catholic
Organization for Development and Peace
(CCODP). Also, the Government of Canada
will match all donations made until June 30th
deadline.
- Parishioners can donate cash or make your
cheque payable to OLPH, and earmarked
“Famine Relief Fund ” put it in an envelope
(with your Sunday collection envelope
number OR name and address marked) and
drop it into the Sunday Mass collection basket.
The amount will be added to your year-end
donation tax receipt issued by the parish.
- by sending a cheque payable to the RC
Diocese of Calgary, earmarked “Famine
Relief Fund ) ” and sent to the Pastoral
Centre at 120 17th Ave S.W., Calgary, AB
T2S 2T2
May God bless you abundantly for your
generosity and compassion!

The Sacred Heart of Jesus
Solemnity- June 23

Since June is the month dedicated in honour
of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, our parish
encourages parishioners to pray the Litany
of the Sacred Heart of Jesus every day.
Devotion to the Sacred Heart was also an
essential component of Pope John Paul II's
hopes for the "new evangelization" called for
by the Church.
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The July’s Exposition of the Blessed
Sacrament will be led by Faith Sharing
Group on July 1 from 10am to 11am.
Fr. Nguyen will listen to Confession.
Parishioners are encouraged to attend.

OLPH Summer Mass schedule
Mass schedule in July and August will be
revised as follows:
Saturday : 5:00pm ( in Mandarin)
Sunday: 9:30 am (in English)
11:00 am (in Cantonese)
Tuesday ( 7:00 pm) English Mass will be
suspended
Normal Mass schedule will be resumed from
September 3.

Summer Bulletin Break
The last bulletin before summer will be on
June 25. The bulletin will be resumed in the
week of September 3.

Together in Action 2017

The theme this year is:
“Blessed are the merciful, for they will obtain
MERCY.” (Matthew 5:7)”
Our parish’s target is $22,607 as designated
by the Diocese. As of June 14, our campaign
has received a total of $28,231.41. This
year’s TIA is led by Pastoral Care Team. We
plead for your ongoing support. Together we
will help thousands within our own
communities and abroad through difficult
times. Let’s give sacrificially, act out our faith,
and join Together in Action

OLPH

Weekly Activities
Fri June 23
OLPH Senior Centre
Time: 9:00a.m.-12:00 noon
Place: OLPH Church Upper Hall
OLPH Scout
Time: 6:30pm.-8:30pm
Place: Upper Hall & Lower Hall
Sat June 24
Legion of Mary ( meeting )
Time: 9:45 a.m.
Place: K of C Room at OLPH Church
Tai Chi Lesson
Time: 10:00 a.m. - 12:30p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Lower Hall
Yoga beginner class
Time: 11:30 a.m. - 12:45p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Upper Hall
R. C.I.A (Mandarin)
Time: 3:00 p.m. - 5:00p.m.
Place: K of C Room
Young Adults choir practice
Time: 5:00p.m.-7:00p.m.
Place: OLPH Lower Hall
Sun June 25
R. C.I.A (Cantonese and English)
Time: 9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Lower Hall
Young Adults visit Masion Senior
Living
Time: 2:00pm-3:00pm

Let There Be Light
The Story of Life
Sometimes people come into your life and
you know right away that they were meant to
be there, to serve some sort of purpose,
teach you a lesson, or to help you figure out
who you are or who you want to become.
You never know who these people may be,
your neighbor, your coworker, a long lost
friend, or a complete stranger. When you
lock eyes with them, you know at that very
moment they will affect your life in some
profound way.
Sometimes things happen to you that may
seem horrible, painful, and unfair at first, but
in reflection you find that without overcoming
those obstacles you would have never
realized your potential, strength, willpower,
or heart.
Everything happens for a reason. Nothing
happens by chance or by means of good
luck.
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Illness, injury, love, lost moments of true
greatness, and sheer stupidity all occur to
test the limits of your soul. Without these
small tests, whatever they may be, life would
be like a smoothly paved, straight, flat road
to nowhere. It would be safe and
comfortable, but dull and utterly pointless.
The people you meet who affect your life,
and the success and downfalls you
experience, help to create who you are and
who you become.
Even the bad experiences can be learned
from. In fact, they are probably the most
poignant and important ones.
If someone hurts you, betrays you, or breaks
your heart, forgive them, for they have
helped you learn about trust and the
importance of being cautious when you open
your heart. If someone loves you, love them
back unconditionally, not only because they
love you, but because in a way, they are
teaching you to love and how to open your
heart and eyes to things.
Make every day count. Appreciate every
moment and take from those moments
everything that you possibly can for you may
never be able to experience it again. Talk to
people that you have never talked to before,
and actually listen.
Let yourself fall in love, break free, and set
your sights high. Hold your head up because
you have every right to. Tell yourself you are
a great individual and believe in yourself, for
if you don't believe in yourself, it will be hard
for others to believe in you.
You can make of your life anything you wish.
Create your own life and then go out and live
it with absolutely no regrets.
Most importantly if you Love someone tell
him or her, for you never know what
tomorrow may have in store.
Learn a lesson in life each day that you live.

Faith Sharing Stories
A Father’s Promise

In 1989 an 8.2 earthquake almost flattened
Armenia, killing over 30,000 people in less
than four minutes.
In the midst of utter devastation and chaos,
a father left his wife securely at home and
rushed to the school where his son was
supposed to be, only to discover that the
building was as flat as a pancake.
After the traumatic initial shock, he
remembered the promise he had made to
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his son: "No matter what, I'll always be there
for you!" And tears began to fill his eyes. As
he looked at the pile of debris that once was
the school, it looked hopeless, but he kept
remembering his commitment to his son.
He began to concentrate on where he
walked his son to class at school each
morning. Remembering his son's classroom
would be in the back right corner of the
building, he rushed there and started digging
through the rubble.
As he was digging, other forlorn parents
arrived, clutching their hearts, saying: "My
son!" "My daughter !" Other well meaning
parents tried to pull him off of what was left
of the school saying:
"It's too late!"
"They're dead!"
"You can't help!"
"Go home!"
"Come on, face reality, there's nothing you
can do!"
"You're just going to make things worse!"
To each parent he responded with one line:
"Are you going to help me now?" And then
he proceeded to dig for his son, stone by
stone.
The fire chief showed up and tried to pull him
off of the school's debris, saying, "Fires are
breaking out, explosions are happening
everywhere. You're in danger. We'll take care
of it. Go home." To which this loving, caring
Armenian father asked, "Are you going to
help me now?"
The police came and said, "You're angry,
distraught and it's over. You're endangering
others. Go home. We'll handle it!" To which
he replied, "Are you going to help me now?"
No one helped.
Courageously he proceeded alone because
he needed to know for himself: "Is my boy
alive or is he dead?"
He dug for eight hours . . . 12 hours . . . 24
hours ... 36 hours . . . then, in the 38th hour,
he pulled back a boulder and heard his son's
voice. He screamed his son's name,
"ARMAND!" He heard back, "Dad!?! It's me,
Dad! I told the other kids not to worry. I told
'em that if you were alive, you'd save me and
when you saved me, they'd be saved. You
promised, 'No matter what, I'll always be
there for you!' You did it, Dad ! "
"What's going on in there? How is it?" the
father asked.
There are 14 of us left out of 33, Dad.
We're scared, hungry, thirsty and thankful
you're here. When the building collapsed, it
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made a wedge, like a triangle, and it saved
us."
"Come on out, boy!"
"No, Dad! Let the other kids out first, 'cause I
know you'll get me! No matter what, I know
you'll be there for me!"
"Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid
or terrified because of them, for the LORD
your God goes with you; he will never leave
you nor forsake you."
-Deuteronomy 31:5
HAPPY FATHER'S DAY TO EVERYONE
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whereas skeptical Christians believe Jesus
Christ did not mean that the bread and wine
were his “Body” and “Blood” in a literal
sense.
How to interpret the words of Jesus is up to
the individual. But, it is wise to at least
examine all of the words recorded in
Scripture, before any judgment of
interpretation should be made. Interpretation
by examination is wiser than interpretation in
ignorance.

ϦϮɱܧ࢘ڀفኟk©Гࠪɘ߮ᔶ
̀lªܲϥྩ࢘ڀਧڎفፈ
ೣۻΥІgʎʪeຳຳϸʍܲҊࠪ
فͫڎϥgҊࠪҲϋზՉࣄeயٴ
༢Ɂ©ҊڎޜªgͫڎРࣄeଳȻ
ͩفૅכeఙܲɼͶਆၦෲࢡବʧɼ
̀ზຳg
Ő෴ᄪفᅡদk߃ዻΗ
෴Ϯɱ࢘ڀف෴Թลᒪࣄeɹ͕ۼ
ͩ෴ੳفຳԓe߮͝ҳҊࠪˠ෴ʸ̀
ზՉgɃྩʪ˜φᇿΝڕञࣄeఙφ
ɼఀზՉຳفෲᘪgͩ෴ੳຳ
ԓᎵЧҊࠪ̈́෴ఱʧˤɃeᄊ˳˘ފ
Read More Know More
ف෴gپɡߙસ౨႕k©Г߮గณਧ
The Eucharist, Body and Blood
فӺlɼ߮Ηຳਨʓݱᮠްɒ
ᗛҊࠪΗʪɒفːጳՉམe
of Jesus Christ.
၎ϺתϦ֩ଓɁᮠΗ̖ࠏఓРӷ
ᗛҊࠪΗઢพʓفːጳՉམe
The Eucharist or “Holy Communion”, is a
Ӻgªਟ౨ˠȻ࠱̋ Corpus Christi
ᗛҊࠪΗΖɒفːጳՉམg
Sacrament that is a vital part of Holy Mass,
Ы©ਧفӺªݱ̀۔فȻ
Νᑤ˜߃ዻਧࢡሕҊࠪ෴Ҋࠪ
celebrated by Roman Catholics.
ጜ࣑ɧᅸໂ՞Όeʷশਧ࢘າশҌ
فːጳe෴Ҋࠪ̉فᚅeᗛГف
We believe that during “Holy Mass”
ᘬeΒݱˠȻ࠱˦ٴഡ෴فΌΧ̀ူ
(Sacrifice of Praise), bread and wine are
ॄိၦˤࠪ΅Ηm
ՕȻጜφิเʹ˘̓ފ՞ॸɊ࣑ف
placed on the altar. A Priest then recites an
ɧᅸໂeܲྩਧفȻုᑘᓑg
Offertory, offering God the Creator the same
bread and wine, made with human hands
őྈȻفᅡদkຳΗߞʾ
from gifts given to man by God the Creator.
́ူ ݱHoly CommunioneЫृຳ͵ف
ਧຳຳϸຟ
The Priest then recites the “Consecration”:
ጬgຳԜҊࠪΗਧʓྈ͵ጬg
ڎᄪf෴ᄪၦ͵ጬفᅡদ
the words and acts of Jesus Christ on the
Ҋࠪˠඟࠗفˁδ̀ზՉຳຳϸe
ٳ౪ਧ࢘ܲ࠻ზຳຳϸفe܅Ԡ
evening of “The Last Supper” at the Jewish
Ϧඟ̱ࠗӺɲ˵цɁ͵ጬفະg
ࢆުݱზຳeຟ˂ɘူ©ݱਧ
Feast of the Passover.
ުزพ͵ࠗeΎɼԹڑพฏeφ
After the “Consecration”, it is believed that
ຳªᓣᓦCorpus Christigઽɂ
Ƀɹพ͵΅ࡿඟgय̵ࡿفඟeުॸ
through the invocation of the Holy Spirit; the
܅eઢพܐప࠻ګზຳຳϸف
΅ʦeЫʸृॸடفɃjбڮe
bread and wine are transformed into the
eΒݱᖭԹຳϸ˵цɁࠉ߮ະg
Flesh and Blood of Jesus Christ. Not visibly
พᅤ©ف⡈d۬ªȻᅜe΅ࣛ͵
ᔁౌԹeˠϵɃҒفزϸࠩΗ
seen, but disguised as bread and wine. The
ࠗϦΊϮ࠵ϹgᅜفඟࠗΒॢ˞͵
ବኍɒe͒ٴၦʪ˜͕߱gˠϵ
Body and Blood of Jesus Christ is then
ጬeᛲӂφະg܅ᎃɽe
offered to God His Father for the sins of men. Ƀڎޜϸ˦̓ٴ՞eכزݱϸ
༢ުၦ߃ዻʧԱˤւ࢘͵ࠗeАΒ
ࣄe̓՞፯ഡϸفඬݜϦ̘̀gʪ˜
Then, under the direction of Jesus Christ as
recorded in the Gospels, the Body and Blood ̓ܲܭ՞˜فɃeɃɼඟϸgᗔֱ ʸᕦɼ߹eగൖفඟࠗཕࣄ̘̀ະg
π౪فਧ࢘ΗზՉɁຳຳϸʀ
hidden and disguised as bread and wine, is
߃ዻ႕k©Гࠪ߮ΎɃɧفϪe௨
܅eፗኧʙԖּφ̀ٴ༢Ηਧʓف
consumed.
ᮠفϸªࣄeʬɃ܀ڑʨෲgˤࠪ
It is the words of Jesus Christ taken literally
͵ጬeʎʪҊࠪพፗኧއღ̀ٴ༢֦
ɼ߃͋פዻ߮Ƀ௨ᮠفϸe̵ܲ߮
that has become the whole basis of the
όʀف෴fྈ͵ጬ՛l
Թᮠ̓ف՞eᮠˠϮɱفϸe͕߱Ɂ
Eucharist.
ʪɃʀفตg
“Take this and eat, this is my body, which
ʎʪҊࠪზਧϸࣄeɼͰ֪ܲ
will be given up for you,” then he took the
܈eʰᎸ؉ɐࠏణ࠱ະk
cup: “This cup is the cup of my blood, the
ડᏞড়আᘒಃ
blood of the new and everlasting Covenant,
ŏڎᄪفᅡদkφɃ౨e̖ઢ ˳ࢮɥʪ˜ઢ˜ઢྈCCCBɲ˳Ʌ
which will be shed so that sins will be
ɃზɁຳพ܋ᅜlϤཥ৲ΎɁຳ
˳ࢮɥԱˤւઢͫڎზeȻ΅শ
forgiven. Do this in memory of me” (Luke
e߃ዻܲбɘΗ̜ʓlԱྤeӂφ ʹਟՕᝓeՀЧҼڴᘥɿfɘڀf
22).
ڎᄪeຳɼพλ̓ݱ՞ࠗفᓲe ̝˂Уԕʧख़ঢ়Ԋفড়আʧลۻᓲࠗ
To non-believers and even many Christians
Ƀ੫ठeɼॸоοࠗزeԐڊΒ ࠗݱೝॢفᕂg
of various faiths, the possibility of bread and
̱زӺ̈́eϦܲΒݱӺ˴ॸฎ
wine being transformed into the Flesh and
ּφᘒಃੂᔟ͜ʪ˜ઢࢆၦՙ̣
Blood of Jesus Christ, is deemed impossible, ᕟeɼॸоՇࠗزɽفቖࣁgਧ ࣕםୄᓳCCODPgό̖eɕ ˄  ם
ridiculous and not true. The atheists simply
૱ໃՠ֪ڎفeʬɃᘪຳຳϸ ˂ࢸفګಃe˳ࢮɥੂ֜ܩˠ΅೫پ
laugh or gives such a notion no thought,
ف༠ଋᗔˠઇՉg߃ዻɼ˳ᘹeʨ

˜˂ʙԖ

ਨݢ
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ᕀࢸᖴʂˠɒਟࡾg
ࢸಃˁؔk
|ᇾˠଌָپʽଫיᎀ ©OLPHªeڅ
ി ©Famine Relief FundªeכɅۮڎʓ
(ᇾᄚɒࢸᘈۮڎ໖ᆨeָչΌʧΖ
я)eವכ܅൮˜˂ժᘈᘓʓgࢸಃᅗ
͎ੂ˳ɅਨГفγࢸᘈఄ
οᐤᕀʓg
|لઇ਼ʽଫԹઢɽʸeʽଫיᎀ
©RC Diocese of Calgaryª
څി©Famine Relief Fund ªΖяk120
17th Ave S.W., Calgary, AB . T2S 2T2
Νᑤɥࡾྻహᚦe˜Љm

Ԟຳ (Ⱦ˄Ȼ˂)
̹ຳ̶ਨȾ˄Ԟຳ͇ͫڎɫྈ
ზeࣄݱȾ˄Ȼ˂ɒʡūࣄϯ
ūȻࣄeʪɁ౫ܘຳ̖eԌृ
ːੂݱઢʦᚻлgᇾΊϿઢʦဠ൶
ਆၦm

ณᓦ߃ዻຳʸᘳᓦ
ʔ˄ɂūɏ˂
ʔ˄߃ݱዻຳʸ˄e̱ਨᔆόཤᎠਨ
ʓּφفઢʦeဠ́ॸҲʪམ֪߃
ዻຳʸᖇʾeˠңᔖଠࢡفᕢm
ຳʸณᓦˠժᘈၦᛁ˜ݱe
ܲဨ֒ūɂ˘ּف˰ܠgᔆഡზຳ
fᑀϹຳԓfഃ༨ຳʸᓣᓦʧ࠘ᓣ
ᓦʔ೫eҊࠪᄜϹᛁفະ৽eңܲ
ժᘈϮɱeˠՇࢩ߃ዻຳʸg
߃ዻຳʸᖇʾੂᒽכΗઢਨ̵ڀʧৱ
ڀɅɡ୰eᚯٶɥࡾࢮՇg

౪˜˂Ꮆᅌ
ȾfɆ˄ʀ˜˂ᎶᅌੂңҟΥɐk
ܳ౪ʔ˜˂ౌګᎶᅌkʆࣄ(ਟႏ)
ܳ౪˂πɒᎶᅌkɀࣄɏūʙ(ߞʾ)
ūȻࣄ (ລႏ)
ܳ౪ɂඣצᎶᅌᅙ০
ɀ˄ɏ˂ංոe˜˂πɒᎶᅌʧܳ౪
ɂඣצᎶᅌੂ๓ˠ֣ࣄᑀϹ

౪ਨடফ
ʔ˄ɂūʆ˂فਨடফੂ̱ݱ౪
ګ܅Ȼ౪eਨடফੂםɀ˄ɏ˂
Ͷ˲g

 ઢʖफپeშԠᘈ෴ʸ
 γઢ 7,$ ᘒಃ˜فᕂݱk
ᄷᄸ
Ƀ فɃ ܲφိ فe Β ݱˤࠪ ߮Չ ᄷ
ᄸgဖᘐိࠓkଳʆȾຟ
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ּˠɼॸӹםଌسeφȻ̑႕k"
ঽˍϹϳeɼ൮ڮিg"Ҋࠪ႕eȻ
ࣄفժᘈɼ೫םȻ̓فժᘈeȻԵف
ሥ๗ɘɼ೫םሥ๗Ȼ˘eȻϋ˦ჭف
ˡ˰ɘɼ೫̹םႫفኡφgުφɼᓀ
فШɊɹॸ൮ұg΅ࣄҊࠪ߮ҁদ༨
̘̀فણg̘ણɼֲ́éֲ̘ܲف
ܳ౪ʆ ˄  ˂
ણˠ܅ɼٝࠉตॐ͕eɼٝࢧҟg˜
̹ຳ̶݉স
φຮʀࢡeު߮ࢧҟeΗԇൣࠩe
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ̵ʡ  ࣄ
ఙ߮ΗԇحশԠg
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ɂfҁদСɃفᑍˆ
̹ຳ̶ਨ೩߸
࣡Ν ࣌ګ13k5 ຟ"෴ܲɼ္߰Ƀف
ࣄkɒ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ  ʙ మ"gຟຳΗଌ˦ɽʾᘯ̱ܲᅜ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨʧɐᓦਨ "ف෴ܲɼ༘߰Ƀف༨፡g"߮ҒɃࡾف
 ܳ౪ʔ  ˄  ˂
༨፡eҒСɃ˳ΗГӺɒɼУفԓe
ຳ̶߸
ҒˤɃྩГفᑍˆeயҒ̜ҁদgȻ
 ຳ̶߸ຳ̶ހຳʸʽྈ 
࠱ɼ္߰ɃفమeٝҁদСɃ༨፡ف
ࣄk ࣄ  ʙ ංพ 
ɃeˤܲȻ࠱พᑠᜓeٝΎᑍeφࢡ
Ζᒪkຳਨɂᅤᕋɣพ۫
فɃg࢘ڀДΝຒ߃ዻk"ᙀ࢟С
ศδʬลऔ
ɃȾΰˠl"߃ዻΓ႕eᙀ࢟Թ
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ  ʙ
Ⱦū࠱ȾϋgДΝຒ႑ݱᙀ࢟Ⱦϋɲ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɐᓦਨ
ဠɁɃॸּفeА߃ዻف߮ܲ܈
ᴁٳऔ
ѩʹ ᙀ࢟ gᔁ ߙ ف ˫ Ѽࠪ ˰
ࣄɒʡ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ  ʙ ሔe܅ԠˤВɁࡼޜe˫ѼࠪΗˤ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ʻɽeˤڵӂφˠ˓ᑻ˓eˠమఄమe
λɃᄰ༠औ ਟႏ 
ʨϦˠ෴܁ޜeҁদ༨̀فʌg
ࣄkɐʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ
ɏf֪߮زʀ˜
Ζᒪkຳਨɂᅤᕋɣพ۫
"Г൝ഡγႨe֪Г˜فg"
ɥੁډγྈᆽຳ
܈ܤ˵֪فෳfณމf႑ᖭe
ࣄkɐʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ
෴ᄰ೫ະg߃ϫϟԕͳم౨ౌԹˠ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ϵҁদɁʪ˜eሱ༦̖ီeڵࡧ
ܳ౪˂ ˄  ˂
ʧҳ ડe ߃ϫ ϟԕ ႕ˤ ࠪ া̘ ف
λɃᄰ༠औ ລႏʧߞႏ 
Ϣe"ɥɮӸԹɫɮeெҁɁάาʀ
ࣄɒʡ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ  ʙ ୰"eɃΥװᔶංʪ˜eఙಎ˰ˍ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɐᓦਨ
ȻᅜgɃفʸ̹ႫɼԹάࢢgእ
ɥੁډγྈઆஆ 0DVLRQ6HQLRU
႕φȻϋঢ়М·ๅഡʬʬՙ 11 ำف
/LYLQJ
ɦԭ Թ̖ Ζࣃ Ϲe ՉԹ ஊΝ ΌɃ ಃ
ࣄkɐʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ
܁gࣃϹҤΗᓌفӻదɒeঢ়М

·ๅݙݙΖੂϋ܁ׅ༨ˤفΌ
ɃȻȻ႕˰ԠСɃᚻe܅ˤ ف11

ำɦԭ႕k"ددeɁʪ˜ʀ̖eɕ
ҁদၦ֪
ࠦГ႑ᖭفɃeГய႑ᖭɁg"܈
Ηਧ࢘ݢ̓فɽᎸኒ"ҁদ"ՙ"
ఙܲҒʪ˜ౕૅםˤفʦʀ̖gʎ
֪"˴فሀgφԔԓҊࠪ߮ҁদ̜e
ʪʪ˜ΗҊࠪفʸɽЎእ˜Ͽ࠲ࣄف
ϦᑻφԔԓ̨ක֪̜߮g
φΝʯlГҲʪ֪ʪ˜φΝʯl
Ȼfҁদ༨̀فλ˴ၦ̘ણ
̔f֪ሱ༦ъᗔفɃ
ҁদ߉܅eШɊࠏګg"ҁদ߉܅ɘఙ
ѶДԠ࣌ 13k3 ຟ"Г֪ࠪ߮ሱ༦ߗ
ܲҁদܴʪeҁদˠ֣gҲ࠱Ƀயφ
ᗔفɃe߮ෳԹϮɱɘΗϪӺʀʓg"
λ˴ՙ̘ણفዅeλ˴ՙ̘ણயᎸ
Ҋࠪ߮ˠྤفϹ֪ݱeɼٌܲɡ
ҁgߙɼҁদˠ֣فλ˴eɃ́ॸ
႕ԔॄိفeφفɃɡ໖௧܀ᚌ"
พϮϮӹéॸพᕎኞɼͶШɊg
̱ ਨּක ᘒඵ فᅗ ͎ ݱઢ ܠփ ف
 ʑe࿂ϯ  ˄  ˂eࢸಃɲ
ዸϯ  ʑg
ᎺᇾΊϿઢʦᘙᙫʽܝeྻహᚦm

ݢȻ൬

ʸɫۄ
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ɃɃݱҊeҊݱɃɃ"eྤɒˤުෳ
ɃᎵЧeϦɼෳᎵЧɃgڕຒΗᄚڎ
࣡Νઢพ࠲ࣄفeˤ౨႕k"φሄ
ஜeҊɼஜeφሄൣࠩeҊɼಲ
܊՛l"( ܅11:29)gΒݱҊࠪɘΗϪ
Ӻʀʓeɘ፯ࣄ́ॸφஜพൣࠩف
ࣄ࠲eʎʪГ֪СɃeפʪɘพ
ԹСɃ֪فg

࠵ɫܪԓ
ɮ
Ƀ̓༠༑ɒᗔНพ༦Թࢻҙeბܼ߮
ԔԓفزᎵζeɹ́ˠۻ༨ᗔᗒe
Ԕּܲڑጿفɮ
gɮ́ˠܲȻ
࠱ɃfȻ࠱ྈeָܲȻုѾفኗ
ᔆʧ֪ڎeϦҊ́فɮఙܲҊ
ددفg
ݱʉღҊفɮܲҊدد՛lفدد
Ӻҧ߄߄فeࢷഡȻ࠱ɥɥفਕ
ӪeٚၞྤྤفeޞশԠఙܲȻ
́ˠԙفɥɮeАˤӪɧفተ
ˍɘዊɼɁeयҧྤࣁeɼര
১gˤཛၑe܈ෳዡኻȻ࣡jˤ
ʓʸܻஜe˵ࢂȻʚeఙܲҊݱІ
႑ݱˤܲҊفɮࡊفΒg
য়ɏفҊeॐΗɃ̓͜فɠɡɒe෭
బɼάfಲᄮɼɲmྩ̲םԠ̍φঅ
ವʧɼᆤփgᐧࠉ˴فሀᎨɊeԜҊ
ංոᄼ˘ෝڛeෳূᑹኒ࣐gࣄҊ
ԐӂφлͪІɃҊفෳؔe႑ݱϮ
ɱف๐І̨๐СɃeАʓʸڵಲ
ᘵɼάe൛ܲಲᘵɼάe൛พΗϹݱ
ɽɼمɼᘪΖٴᚋፚeವϦeدد
ྨᘪԹɁeˤҔҊʪeΗ࠱ɮ
ࠏګҊѩʹɼพᒖᔂϮɱeҊɐ૭
Ԡeлˤּφفᄼ܇ʧɼgɮ
̍ܲᚻeΗҊዂᗒȻᅜȻϽ
فݫʀ܅eˤάᄳҊfܠʷҊeఙ
Ȼפዙ๓ڍҊګˁف༑eᄊਫ਼Ҋ
֪ڎفgଌΗeҊʸੳ̣ᖉfං࣏f
ዸลgҊय܀فෲᑤҊفɮɂū̔
ɫࣄʹ˂Ꮼภeɏϝʔūʆʪʹفγ
ͦg
ɮܲȻ࠱ᜬeᜓढفҊࠪԹ
Ȼ࠱௩ࢢفዂพjɮܲȻ࠱ͦࢢ
ॐeౌԞࠗزʧˍeᜓ௬࣫فҊࠪ
Թॸ൶jɮܲȻዙීeΗႫˁ
ܠʷҊࠪԔাف।ϢeӸ̵
༠eᖉᖉᑼ൮g

June 18, 2017 ˼̹۔ຳ̶ਨ

مΝȻᒪᒪ
ਧय̵فᐿΗ
ॄຳف܅ᙊლՙϸفະ
ਧᐿΗفΖˁ
Βഡ˜ࢡفᕢeਧˠုုɼ΅فˁ
δᐿΗkႍᛀf۩ᛀfޤᛀfީᖇf
̈́ຳԠ᎘ෳeˠိࠓف႕ၦ˜͜
ᇻfΗᆱfɫfठՙ̕ຓف
Ƀɽ(ဖ 25k31~46)gϦਧᐿΗف
য়ࢍeܲᮠय̵ᐿΗॄםຳف܅ლ
Ѿɐg
ਧᐿΗლՙʓفෛᔜЫኮ࠱ਧ
य̵ΖfयྤΖfྤΖᐿΗeܲ
ܠᮠفᗺϸfϪӺfტfʪ˜ִf
ɃִfּφᗒםਧயᐿΗॄםຳ܅
فლՙʓgयྤفᐿΗܲܠྤሖ
فᔟᛲgᙊლՙഫΗॄຳ܅eѾ
ྺᒘӂφᔟᛲeА̜̱ࠪفሖ֝ྷڵ
ΖᔟᛲɁgҊࠪɼܲ̈́Ϫଣ̀ޞeϦ
ܲ̈́ڎᄪଣͰ̀ޞgּˠeΗᎶᅌຳ
ବɽe˜ᓦয়ᑀຳfຳϸࣄeҊ
ࠪڎܲڑᄪفෛᔜفӰᖮɃg
ਧᐿΗლՙʓفѩኮִॄຳ܅ኮ
࠱ਧயΨΗםɂѾ¥ლՙ¦ʀɽ
ͪІȻѾʀʓgΥҊࠪ௲௲ზՉຳ
eڑɲܲზՉɁѩኮفਧj΅ᅜ
௲ზՉຳϸeࢿװɘܲȻᅜg΅ࣄኮ
࠱ਧயᐿΗםლՙفҲȻ࠱ͭ
ʓgЫԜܲȻɫງفᙊლeȻᗺ
ϸeயܲѩኮ߃فዻਧفӺgຳ
ɃΝဖ႕k
Ȼᗺϸɲӹਬܣડʹ
Ƀᗚفຮ༨gਧᐿΗლՙѾɐ
فˁδܲዡȻɂفgΒόΗȾͩຳ
ԓɽeਧҒຳຳԓౌשλݱ
য়ൖفȻͩຳԓg
ਧᐿΗܝفᙫִkლՙȻॄ
ຳeڑЫλݱਧفϸeلϯ̘̀
ɁѾՊ(Ыᛲᕟ)eਧفᐿΗ͝ΒϦࣳ
̘gΒόeຳຳϸ൮ɅҊࠪʓᐿ
ΗࣄفԵeܲ܀ೝᅙ (ف10 ʙ)eּ
ˠҊࠪᎸΣΣ੶ބਧຳΗʓف
ࣄԵg
ᗛ߃ዻϯຳʀeՉူᑤg
ϯຳຳeʪ˜ຳeူམෲࢡe̹
ᓌםdg
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